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Since the pioneering work of Zadeh[ 1] and Mamdanl and Assilian[21, fuzzy logic
control has emerged as one of the most active sad fruitful research areasDl[4l. The
applications of fuzzy logic control can be found in many fields such as control of steam
generators, automatic train operation systems, elevator control, nuclear react_ control,
automobile uansmlsston control, etc.
In most of existing fuzzy rule-based controllers, the rules are based upon the error
and the change in cn'rc_, where the error Is ddined as the difference between the desiw..d
output and actual output. Howev_ in a large-sexle system, the signals error and change in
enor only provide • limited amount of tnforrn0tion about system status. Therefore. the
performance of the controller will be Hmhed, since only • fraction of the feedback
infonnation will be available to the cootroIler. To avoid ,his limitation, the fuzzy rules need
to be based upon more system variables. It is well known that the total number of rules in a
complete rule set is a exponential function of the system variables on which the rules are
ba_¢_cl.As such when more system variables are used, .he number of the rules will tncrea_
exponentially. This will make the fuzzy rule-based controller more complex as well as
expensive to realize.
To make .he problem manageable, the concept of a 'hiexarchical fuzzy rule set' was
introduced in reference [51. In a hierarchically structured rule base, the number of rules
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increaseslinearly(not expoaendaUy) with the number of system variables. This makes it
possible to apply a fuzzy rulc-bescd ¢onlrollertolarge-scale systems.
In this paper, two new stracturcs of hie_arehical fuzzy rule-based controller are
propo_ to reduce the number of rules in a complete rule set of a controller. In one
approach, the overtll system is split into sub-systems which are treated independently in
pamUel. A coordinator is then used to take into account the intcra_tions. This is done via an
i,eratlng information exchange between the lower level and _ coordinator level. Figure 1
_hemadeally shows the main idea. From the point of view of information used, this
stracmn: is very similar m central str_mre in that the coordinator can have st least in
principle, all the information that the !o¢al coatrolkrs have.
A more general structure of this approach Is shown in Fig. 2, where more coordinate
levels arc introduced. By using this hierarchical structure" the thec_dcal minimum total
number of rules will lx: a linear function of the system variables. The actual total is
dependent upon the number of system variables used in each Inca1 controller's rule sets and
coordinator's rule sets. Specifically, if we denote N as the to_ number of rules, then
i,_ u 1.0¢ i..Ns
N= _ m',t + _'amaa + _ m,,,+...
I=I I-I
=li=_l i111nl/
j-I
in!
where N_ is the number of 1o¢ai controllers or co_clinators in the jth level, n is the number
of variables used in the ith local controller or coordinator in the jth level, and m is the
munber of the linguistic fuzzy v_ables used tn each local controller or coordinator.
One important advantage of this approach over that in refercnccP] is that all the rule
7O
sets in the same level can be fired simultaneously. As such, this approach will be more
suitable for parallel computing. However. using the sm_ctare in reference[51, sddit;onal
system variables can be easEy included in the fuzzy rule set without affecting other rules, A
more versatile hierarchical structure, combining the hierarchical slructure proposed in Fig.
2 and that In reference[s], will be presented in the paper. This versatile structure will have
the advanlages of all the structures discussed earlier.
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Fig. 1 Hicrarchir.al struclurc of 8 controller with 8 coordinator and several
local conu'ollers
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Fig. 2 A general slrucmre of a hierchical controller with several coordinate levels
aad a local controller level.
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